
The Rhythm of the Rain
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Music:  “And I Wish It Would Rain,” by the Temptations

Setting:  Woman sitting in chair at desk, writing something, soft light, as if 
it's cloudy outside; background inside a mountain home

Character:  adult woman, any age

Music fades, woman looks up, smiling and sniffs the air.

“It's going to rain....I can smell it.  Is there anything more wonderful than 
the smell of that very first rain, after months of dry, hot weather?   It's...it's 
like being reborn!”

Pauses, listening intently, stands.  Sound effect:  light rainfall

“There....can you hear it?  There it is...the first drops of glorious, liquid life, 
after the long, dry summer.  You can almost feel the earth opening up in 
gratitude, all of the plants and animals rejoicing in this liquid abundance!   
Aaaahhhhhh....I could just drink it in!”  

Cocks her head, listening intently.   

Smiles, looks up and spreads her arms out in thanks.

“Thank you, glorious Mother Nature, for your benevolence and the blessing 
of this rain.”  

Light fades to black.  Voice over:  “Day 4”

Scene:  same scene, woman is cleaning, files on desk

“Rainy days are so perfect for cleaning—cleaning the house, cleaning out 
files...  It always seems like such a waste to do that on sunny days, when 
you can be outside.   But this is the perfect day for that, with the delightful 
soundtrack of rain outside my cozy home!”

Spreads her arms out again in thanks.



“Thank you, beloved Mother Nature, for this beautiful day!”
Light fades to black.  Voice over:  “Day 7”

Same scene:  woman is now exercising vigorously, determined smile on 
face

“Cabin fever is just a state of mind.  Exercising keeps your body energized.  
AND getting to work on all of those creative projects you stuck up on a 
shelf all summer...that is the perfect antidote to a sluggish mind!”

Lifts one hand and looks upward, small smile.

“Thank you, Mother Nature, for this time to be productive!”

Light fades to black.  Voice over:  “Day 10”  

Same scene:  mess of yarn on desk, with a knitting needle stabbing down 
into it, woman sits slumped in chair, obviously frustrated

Voice over:  “and that's the weather report from KMUD, folks—no end in 
sight for this storm that has stalled over the north coast.  Be careful driving 
out there because trees, rocks and mud are starting to fall onto the 
roads...and some of those roads don't look too stable, either!    Stay tuned 
to KMUD for road updates!”

Phone rings, woman jumps to pick it up

“Hello?  Yes!  (hopeful smile on face) Are you coming over?  I could sure 
use some company!  (smile fades) Oh, your road is blocked too?  Yeah, I 
know they're getting to the problem areas as fast as they can—either 
something is falling onto all of the roads, or the roads are falling down, 
themselves!  (listens)  Yes...the rain will end sometime...thanks, you hang 
in there, too!”  

Puts down phone, looks upward.

“OK, this has been a really good, soaking storm, but I think we could use... 
a break.  Oh benevolent Mother Nature, thank you for this....amazingly long 



and...uninterrupted...rain...but couldn't we have just a... tiny break?....with 
maybe a sweet kiss of sunshine? “ 

Flash of lightning, crack of thunder!

“Ok, ok....just asking...for a friend....”  Slumps back down at desk.

woman sits at desk, with umbrella over her head and a bucket on her desk

Light fades to black, voice over “Day 20”

Woman sits at desk, with umbrella over her head, and buckets on her desk 
and around her.  

“When, oh when, is this rain going to stop?  The water has found every tiny 
flaw in my roof's defense (gesturing at buckets and umbrella), my driveway 
is un-driveable, there's no solar in my solar  system, and I'm running out of 
propane...and I am really, really sick of my own company!  (looks at her 
arms, slightly hysterical) Do people mold?  I think I'm starting to mold!”  

Puts the umbrella down, buries her face in her hands.

“That's it—I can't take it anymore!” 

Looks up, gesturing wildly at the sky) 

“You win, you...you hippie control freak!  I'm losing my mind, I can't...” 

Falls into chair, slumping down over desk, arms over her head.

Sound:  angel chord, and the sun slowly comes through, rain stops...

She slowly raises her head, looking confused, listening intently and then 
looks around hopefully.

“Is that, is that...the sun?  Oh........(slightly hysterical laugh, rises hesitantly, 
basking in the light, then raising her arms upward, with relief)  



“Thank you, blessed Mother Nature.  I know I might have sounded a bit... 
ungrateful, for a moment or two...(gesturing as if in conversation with 
being above) and really a couple of days of rain would have been plenty....
(pauses and regroups)

“Thank you for the...plentiful...rain AND for bringing back the sun...balance 
in everything, right?  RIGHT????  (raising arms defensively) Just 
kidding......no need for more thunder and lightning!”

Phone rings, she answers it with joy in her voice

“Hello!  Yes, isn't it wonderful???  Oh....I want to go dance in it...well, after 
some of the lake outside disappears! (Listens)  

“Exactly—that wasn't so bad, was it?  Just a nice...long... rain...(listens) oh 
no, it didn't really bother me...yeah, we can handle these things...just the 
natural cycle of the seasons...”  

Light fades to black, with opening music.


